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HONORING THE CONSCIOUS FIELD OF OUR CIRCLE, AND OF
NATURE

LIMINAL WANDERING and DARK WISDOM ALLIES

Take 1-3 hours of open time to enjoy Aimless Wandering, in a forest or
other natural setting, or in a city park if you don’t have access to wild
nature.

Please try to do this before our first official Tele-Gathering in January.

The intention is to honor nature, invoke a DARK WISDOM ALLY or
ALLIES (you will soon see a Library document for DARK ALLY WISDOM
AND LIST) and open to the EV1 portal.

The liminal times of dawn/dusk are potent. You may want to begin your
wandering by marking a threshold by placing a stick or stone in front of
you. Before stepping over it — make an offering of cornmeal, bread,
birdseed, tobacco, or other natural offerings. Open your heart and



share aloud with nature your intention to invite a DARK WISDOM ALLY
to show itself to you — then step over the threshold.

As you wander, notice what you feel. Open your senses. Don’t force
anything, just allow intuitions, ideas, feelings, as well as unexpected
signs from nature to arise as you walk. Feel and notice. You may find
yourself feeling the journey of the yearlong, and how that has shifted
your life, opening now to the next leg of the journey. Allow the
experience to unfold and open to whatever signs or insights come to
you about your Dark Wisdom Ally (Allies).

Once you’ve connected with an Ally (some examples are: Raven, Owl,
Black Jaguar, Dark Moon, etc. See your Library for a more extensive list
of possibilities), get to know it in as many ways as you can. Become
familiar with its energy and qualities. Some you’ll find in books and
others you will only discover through relationship. Journey with your
Ally and make offerings to nature on its behalf. Open your heart to
relationship, and to the deep wisdom and support waiting to be shared
with you.

DREAM-WEAVING COLLAGE

Beginning before your EV1 Attunement, start to collect/cut from
magazines (or draw or paint) 18-30 images that reflect the Dark and
New Moon and Dark Wisdom Allies. Additionally, please, collect/cut
from magazines, (or write on a piece of paper) 9 words or phrases that
reflect Dark Moon Wisdom Ways.

Purchase a large piece of poster board that you can create a collage on
over the months that we work together. You may be drawn to bring in
other images and words as you move through the program. Working



with this collage and musing on its images and words will honor, as well
as invoke the Dark Ally wisdom, make it come alive — and it will keep
you connected to the weaving of our collective energy as each person
in the circle is working with her or his collage and Dark Wisdom Allies.


